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Question 1



If you are asked for your 
details do you…

A Tell an adult
B Give them your details
C Ignore it
D Delete it



If you are asked for your 
details do you…

A Tell an adult
B Give them your details
C Ignore it
D Delete it
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Question 2



If you were sent a nasty 
text do you…

A Delete it
B Ignore it
C  Show an adult
D Cry



A  Delete it
B Ignore it
C Show an adult
D Cry

If you were sent a nasty 
text do you…
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Question 3



If someone you don’t know 
asked to meet you, would 

you…
A Go and meet them

BNot go and tell an adult

C Go with an adult to meet them

D Go with a friend to meet them



If someone you don’t know 
asked to meet you, would 

you…
A Go and meet them

BNot go and tell an adult

C Go with an adult to meet them

D Go with a friend to meet them
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Question 4



If someone asks for your  
password, do you..

A Don’t give it to them
B Give it to them
C

D Ignore them
Give it to them but ask them not to tell anyone else



If someone asks for your  
password, do you..

A Don’t give it to them
B Give it to them

D Ignore them
C Give it to them but ask them not to tell anyone else
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Question 5



If a bad picture appears on 
the screen, should you...

A Go on a different website

C

B Ignore it and carry on

D 

Turn off the monitor and get an adult

Turn off the computer and keep quiet



If a bad picture appears on 
the screen, should you...

A Go on a different website

C

B Ignore it and carry on

D 

Turn off the monitor and get an adult

Turn off the computer and keep quiet
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Question 6



You see someone you don’t 
like online. Should you…

A Send them a rude message

B Tell friends
C Ignore it and carry on
B Tease them



You see someone you don’t 
like online. Should you…

A Send them a rude message

B Tell friends
C Ignore it and carry on
B Tease them
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Question 7



If someone threatened you 
online what would you do?

A Do what they say
B Tell/show an adult
C Keep quiet
D Ignore it



If someone threatened you 
online what would you do?

A Do what they say
B Tell/show an adult
C Keep quiet
D Ignore it
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Question 8



If you see someone sending a 
nasty text message what should 

you do?

A Tell and adult
B Threaten them to stop
C Ignore it
D Laugh at who they’re sending it to



If you see someone sending a 
nasty text message what should 

you do?

A Tell and adult
B Threaten them to stop
C Ignore it
D Laugh at who they’re sending it to
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Question 9



You see someone sending 
nasty tweets on Twitter to 
your friend. Should you…

A Join in
B Tell your other friends
C Tell an adult

Pick a fight with the person tweeting itD



A Join in
B Tell your other friends
C Tell an adult

Pick a fight with the person tweeting itD

You see someone sending 
nasty tweets on Twitter to 
your friend. Should you…
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Question 10



Someone wants your 
name, age and address do 

you…
A   Give them your details
B Ignore it
C Delete it
D Tell an adult



Someone wants your 
name, age and address do 

you…
A   Give them your details
B Ignore it
C Delete it
D Tell an adult
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Question 11



People are hacking into 
your file do you…

A   Ask for advice 
B   Leave it
C Have a sandwich
D   Fall asleep



People are hacking into 
your file do you…

A   Ask for advice
B Leave it
C Have a sandwich
D Fall asleep
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Question 12



People constantly are sending 
rude messages do you…

A   Keep quiet
B   Ignore it
C   Show an adult
D   Cry



People constantly are sending 
rude messages do you…

A   Keep quiet
B   Ignore it
C   Show an adult
D   Cry
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